PRESS RELEASE - NOTICE
- The entries for the "Hi-Tech Mobility Rally EKO 2019" opened.
- This year's event, for cars that run only on electricity, will take
place in Athens during the weekend of 4 and 5 May having its
base in “Kotzia” square, towards the City Hall of Athens.
- The itineraries followed by this Regularity event will be of a loop
form starting and finishing in the above-mentioned square in
which also the recharging of car batteries will organized.
- The maximum number of entries is limited to 16 vehicles that
will be selected on the basis of the widest possible spectrum of
electric vehicle models which are available for normal sales in to
Greek market today.
- The HEL.I.E.V. for this purpose, invites all importers who offer to
Greek market such type of cars, urging them to enter vehicles in
to event giving to public the opportunity to look them up close
by visiting a central point of Athens, as the Kotzia square is.
- The event of this year is once more supported by the traditional
sponsor of “EKO S.A.” which has been declared as its “Golden
Sponsor»
- Charging outlets that will be used are designed and constructed
by HEL.I.E.V. But there is still the possibility of cooperation with
interested importers – makers of charging systems for electric

cars in order to demonstrate to the public these products in
working condition.
- On the website of HEL.I.E.V. (http://www.heliev.gr) has posted
the Supplementary Regulations with its annexes, indicative
maps of the route as well as the Regulations governing the ERally Cup of FIA.
- Please note that the deadline for entries submission is Monday
afternoon of April 22 when the final list of participants will be
published. According to the regulations, for the realization of the
event this list should contain at least 8 electric cars

